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Fuelling bunker efficiency post-2020

A rock
by Lars

f

ounded in Hamburg in 1989,
Softship, part of the Wisetech Global
Group, offers a number of software
solutions to the international maritime
industry. Its portfolio includes the
LIMA, ALFA, and SAPAS software
suites, packages, and associated
applications for liner shipping carriers,
liner agents, and port agents. In
addition, the company provides a
wide range of business management
tools that allow shipping executives
to fully analyse their commercial and
operational activities. For more info
please click www.softship.com

Fischer, Managing Director, Softship Data Processing, Singapore
The decision made by the International Maritime Organization
(IMO) to lower the global sulphur cap to 0.5% as of 2020 will make
fuelling requirements much more complex and expensive, impacting
shipowners’ and charterers’ bottom line. In result, efficient bunkering
practices will become all the more important. Incorporating modern
and inexpensive software solutions is one avenue worthy of exploring
in order to address this challenge.

p

ost-2020, shipowners and charterers will have to choose from a variety of options to meet the more stringent fuel requirements. Irrespective
of the final choice, however, all of them will
have a significant impact on the final bunkering bill.
The soft option?
Fuelling a vessel with a low-sulphur
alternative seems the most straightforward response and was in fact the preferred pick made by the majority of shipping companies that operated across
the 0.1% Sulphur Emission Control Areas (SECA) that were introduced back
in 2015. However, challenges are likely
to arise around availability and therefore
the price of these fuels, i.a., because the
0.5% cap will be a global, not a regional
challenge.
Another alternative is to fit a scrubber
to clean the exhaust gasses before they
enter the atmosphere. But the time spent
in dry dock or indeed a lack of shipyard
space, which is likely to be at a premium,
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make this option unattractive. Also, a
running scrubber system adds to a ship’s
fuel consumption.
Another alternative is to consider a
less conventional fuel, such as liquefied
natural gas (LNG), but this option is still
in its infancy relative to the worldwide
availability of the more traditional marine
fuels; to remedy this situation, the global
supply chain will require significant investment. Added to this, some experts
believe that whilst LNG eliminates NOX
and SOX from ship emissions, it actually
does nothing or very little to reduce the
carbon footprint (the so-called methane
slip is still an issue with gas-powered engines, this compound being a far more
potent greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide). IMO’s recently announced wish
for shipping to cut its carbon emissions
by 50% by 2050 will not be achieved by
adopting LNG as a future fuel for the
world’s merchant fleet.
There is, of course, the option to ignore the laws altogether and take the
risk. However, global concerns around

sulphur emissions are likely to intensify,
rather than weaken. So while operators
might get away with ignoring the rules
in the short-term, this approach will become increasingly risky to corporate
reputation, as politicians, campaigners,
and the broader society become increasingly less tolerant to shipping’s negative
impact on the natural environment.
Cheap and cheerful
With the impact these changes are
going to have on shipowners’ profitability, ensuring all bunkering and other
relevant processes are efficient will be
more important than ever. Currently,
most shipping companies employ fairly
cumbersome internal processes that are
required to source cargoes, manage voyage schedules, handle commercial arrangements, deal with port calls, raise
and reconcile invoices, and much more.
These processes are always adminheavy and require large teams to manage them.
Using software, in most cases more
or less costly proprietary solutions, to
introduce automation and efficiency to
heavy workload internal processes has
been a feature of large shipping companies for 20 years or more. The difference the so-called digital revolution has
brought us these days, is the advent of
cheaper and more available technology platforms, something which has
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encouraged automation to spread to
smaller operators who are now finding
themselves able to afford such software.
Alongside this, shipping companies have
understood that purchasing “packaged”
software – off-the shelf solutions that are
easily customisable to suit individual requirements – is a much better option than
commissioning bespoke applications.
A packaged solution weighs in at a fraction of the cost of a tailor-made application, and it benefits from having been
tried and tested in a range of “live” shipping environments.
By and large, automation has penetrated more deeply into the container
sector, where there is a requirement
to exchange many individual pieces of
data relating to boxes, voyages, and port
calls. But non-container operators have
also benefited from using software that
streamlines invoicing and other backroom processes. Until recently, automation had not extended to cover the
bunkering process, but carriers are nowadays demanding time and again that
software houses place a focus on fuel.
The optimum
Many ship operators are now using sophisticated software algorithms to ensure
they achieve the best possible profit per
voyage. Today, the integration of a set of
bunker tools into existing scheduling software gives the operator an immediate and

accurate forecast of anticipated bunker
costs as the schedule is being created.
Good software will also manage various bunker types and make accurate
adjustments when switching to alternative fuel when, for example, the vessel
enters an emission control area. When a
ship’s schedule hits a problem, say, poor
weather, vessel breakdown, or port congestion, it is important for the operator to
understand fully the impact of the delay
and to take action to get the vessel back
into its optimum operating pattern.
Using a combined voyage and bunker
software package, an operator can run a
series of options to understand how making changes to a vessel’s speed or routing will affect bunker consumption. They
can then select the solution that has the
least impact on the bottom line while retaining the best level of customer service.
At the same time, they are able to see, at
a glance, the amount of bunkers remaining on the vessel following any changes
made to the schedule. If on-board fuel
is likely to fall below a pre-set minimum
threshold, the software will alert the operator and suggest a suitable port to take
on more bunkers.
Aside from scheduling and planning,
new bunker tools are also being used
to streamline the purchasing process.
Existing bunker contracts are stored
within the software and tied to all new orders. On delivery, the order is automatically matched with the original one and
any discrepancies are highlighted. Later,
this information is used to reconcile invoices presented against agreed volumes and prices. Mismatches are spotted out before invoices are paid. Also, if
a scheduled delay or alteration requires
the vessel to take bunkers outside of its
usual pattern, intelligent software will
automatically create a pro-forma bunker
order for the vessel operator.
In addition, using this type of software
gives a certain transparency over bunker
usage as up-to-date fuel statistics can be
made available at the press of a button.
This allows the management to analyse
and monitor consumption and cost per
voyage, nautical mile, hour, and even per
container. Remedial steps can be taken
early on if required.
Software can’t run a shipping company,
but…
… it can handle repetitive, resourceheavy processes that require absolute
accuracy and immediate attention. With
the global sulphur cap pending enforcement in 2020, a reliable and efficient
software tool offers a rock in what could
be a stormy sea of change.


